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Visual Feedback Without Geometric Features Against Occlusion: A Walsh Basis

Satoru Sakai , Member, IEEE, Masayuki Ando, and Shunsuke Kobashi

Abstract— For a visual feedback without geometric features,1

this brief suggests to apply a basis made by the Walsh functions2

in order to reduce the off-line experimental cost. Depending on3

the resolution, the feedback is implementable and achieves the4

closed-loop stability of dynamical systems as long as the input–5

output linearity on matrix space exists. Remarkably, a part of6

the whole occlusion effects is rejected, and the remaining part7

is attenuated. The validity is confirmed by the experimental8

feedback for nonplanar sloshing.9

Index Terms— Dynamical systems, occlusion, stability, visual10

feedback.11

I. INTRODUCTION12

IN MANY conventional visual feedbacks, there exists a13

series interconnection between the control block and the14

image processing block in Fig. 1. In the image processing15

block, the geometric features (e.g., a dot position and a line16

angle) are defined and extracted from the camera image on17

line. Via the series interconnection, a lot of information is lost18

in the image processing block, but the design procedures of the19

control block can be systematic when fruitful control theories20

are applicable. On the other hand, the design procedures of the21

image processing block are not or less systematic, especially22

in the presence of occlusion (visual obstacles between the23

camera and the object), because the way to define and extract24

geometric features strongly depends on the plant block, the25

control objective, and so on.26

To solve this problem, not many but several visual feed-27

backs without or with less geometric features are dis-28

cussed by different approaches, such as the homography-29

based approach [1], [2] and the Hausdorff distance-based30

approach [3]. The similar motivation is traced back to the31

subspace approaches [4], [5]. Most of them could work locally32

at least for static systems that are acceptable when the camera33

or object dynamics (e.g., the camera-link flexibility) are negli-34

gible. On the other hand, the closed-loop stability of dynamical35

systems is not guaranteed and can be lost even in the absence36

of occlusion. Exceptionally, a visual feedback [6], [7] locally37

guarantees the closed-loop stability of a special nonlinear38

dynamical system assuming the absence of occlusion.39

In this brief, in the presence of occlusion, a visual feedback40

without geometric features is given as a new application41

for linear dynamical systems. The closed-loop stability is42
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Fig. 1. Block diagram with the image processing for geometric features.

Fig. 2. Block diagram without the image processing for geometric features.

guaranteed by our simple idea beginning with a change of the 43

mapping domain and codomain (the input and output spaces) 44

of the plant block. In many conventional visual feedbacks, 45

geometric features are defined in a coordinate space R
n (e.g., 46

the camera image plane R
2), which can be eventually the 47

output space of the plant block. In our visual feedback in 48

Fig. 2, geometric features are not defined, and a matrix 49

space M
m×n is the output space of the plant block. Since 50

any coordinate space is isomorphic to a matrix space, the 51

design procedures of our control block on matrix space can be 52

systematic when fruitful control theories are applicable again. 53

However, due to the computational limitation at least, such 54

theories are not always applicable as they are. In our visual 55

feedback, from the perspective of the Hilbert space [8], we can 56

design a basis in the output space M
m×n so that the control 57

theories are applicable under the computational limitation. 58

Indeed, in the absence of occlusion, our pilot study [9] 59

performs an off-line basis generation procedure before the 60

system identification procedure. 61

In the presence of occlusion, this brief suggests to apply 62

a new special basis by which any off-line basis generation 63

procedure is not needed. This means a cut of the experimental 64

cost, because the experimental movies for the off-line basis 65

generation procedure are nothing but big data for control. The 66

new special basis is made by the Walsh functions, which have 67

not been applied for modeling and control of dynamical sys- 68

tems by the conventional visual feedbacks without geometric 69

features. 70

The rest of this brief is organized as follows. In Section II, 71

dynamical systems on matrix space are introduced, and the 72

new special basis is suggested for our visual feedback. 73
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The new special basis does not need any off-line basis gen-74

eration procedure but can be systematically truncated without75

geometric features so that fruitful control theories are applica-76

ble under the computational limitation. In Section III, the pro-77

posed control is applied to nonplanar sloshing whose dynamics78

is not negligible. The validity is confirmed experimentally in79

the presence of occlusion. Finally, this brief is concluded in80

Section IV.81

II. DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS ON MATRIX SPACE82

Let us consider a finite-dimensional space denoted by M
m×n

83

of a time-varying matrix M(k) ∈ M
m×n at the discrete-time84

instant k ∈ Z+ := {0}∪N. The matrix space M
m×n is a Hilbert85

space with the inner product86

�M(k), N(k)� = tr(M(k)T N(k)) ∈ R87

for all matrices M(k) and N(k) ∈ M
m×n . M(k) ⊥ N(k)88

implies �M(k), N(k)� = 0, and the inner product introduces89

the norm �M(k)� = (�M(k), M(k)�)1/2 ≥ 0. The nota-90

tion tr(•) denotes the trace of a matrix. Consider a finite-91

dimensional linear time-invariant (LTI) system described by92

linear mappings between matrix spaces [9]93 {
X (k + 1) = A ◦ X (k) + B ◦ U(k) + V (k)

Y (k) = C ◦ X (k) + D ◦ U(k) + W (k)
(1)94

where the state X (k) ∈ M
mx ×nx and the state disturbance95

V (k) ∈ M
mx ×nx are the mx × nx matrices, the input U(k) ∈96

M
1×1 is the 1 × 1 matrix, and the output Y (k) ∈ M

my×ny97

and the output disturbance W (k) ∈ M
my×ny are the my × ny98

matrices. The notation ◦ denotes the operation of the linear99

mappings A,B, C, and D.100

Remark 1: Since every mapping cannot be defined until the101

domain and the codomain are defined, every system depends102

on the choice of the input and output spaces. In this sense, the103

proposed system (1) choosing the matrix spaces and the well-104

known LTI system choosing the coordinates spaces are differ-105

ent mathematical objects even if the linear mappings A,B, C,106

and D of both systems have the same matrix representations.107

On the other hand, since there is an isomorphism from a matrix108

space M
m×n to a coordinate space R

mn [8], fruitful control109

theories [e.g., ARX, N4SID, linear quadratic and GaussianAQ:1 110

(LQG), and μ] are applicable to both systems.111

Remark 2: The output Y corresponding to the camera image112

is visible, but the input U and the state X are invisible as113

they are the disturbances V and W . Of course, the input U is114

not unknown and visualizable, but the state X is not always115

visualizable even in the absence of the disturbances V and W .116

It is never our contribution to see the camera image as a117

matrix and is popular in the image processing blocks that are118

regarded as static open systems. In our visual feedback, from119

the viewpoint of dynamical closed-loop systems including the120

plant block, not only the camera image corresponding to the121

output of the plant block, but also the input and state are122

matrices. The inner product (or the passivity) of the output Y123

and the input U can be taken when they belong to the same124

subspace. In mathematics, roughly speaking, a matrix space125

is almost the same as a coordinate space, which is familiar.126

However, in engineering, as long as the control objective is 127

defined in the camera image, the matrix space is more suitable 128

to design the basis. 129

Since a matrix space M
m×n has a normalized orthogonal 130

basis E1, . . . , Emn [8] 131

�E�i , E� j � =
{

0 (�i 
= � j )

1 (�i = � j ),
�i , � j = 1, . . . , mn 132

every time-varying matrix 133

M(k) =
mn∑
�=1

�M(k), E��E� ∈ M
m×n , � = 1, . . . , mn 134

has a representation [m1(k), m2(k), . . . , mmn(k)]T whose 135

component is of the form 136

m�(k) := �M(k), E��. (2) 137

Here, the most popular basis in the output space is the 138

standard basis (the pixel-by-pixel basis) 139

E S
1 =

⎡
⎢⎣

1 · · · 0
...

...
0 · · · 0

⎤
⎥⎦ 140

E S
2 =

⎡
⎢⎣

0 1 · · · 0
...

...
...

0 0 · · · 0

⎤
⎥⎦ , . . . , E S

mn =
⎡
⎢⎣

0 · · · 0
...

...
0 · · · 1

⎤
⎥⎦ 141

by which any off-line basis generation procedure is not needed. 142

The standard basis could work locally at least for static 143

systems as the pixel-by-pixel feedback. However, the standard 144

basis can cause several problems for dynamical systems. One 145

of them is from the computational limitation, because the 146

number of the standard basis elements is nothing but the 147

number of the pixels mn, which is usually quite large [10]. 148

Indeed, a more than 1×106 pixels feedback is implemented on 149

a better hardware [2]. Nevertheless, the standard basis cannot 150

be truncated systematically without geometric features. For 151

example, for a certain plant block with a control objective, 152

even if we know that the (1,2)-pixel of the camera image is 153

not important, the truncation of E S
2 is not accepted, because 154

such truncation is nothing but the geometric feature extraction 155

depending on the plant block or the control objectives. 156

To solve the standard basis problem, under the computa- 157

tional limitation, our pilot study [9] discusses an alternative 158

basis, which is systematically truncated without geometric 159

features. However, the alternative basis needs an off-line basis 160

generation procedure before the system identification proce- 161

dure. This means an increase of the experimental cost, since 162

the alternative basis cannot be generated without acquiring the 163

experimental movies. 164

One may think that the experimental cost in the off-line 165

basis generation procedure is not an issue, since the acquired 166

movies for the off-line basis generation procedure can be 167

reused for the system identification procedure. This is not 168

true. The acquired movies for the off-line basis generation 169

procedure are nothing but big data for control (e.g., the raw 170

movies) and are much bigger than the outputs for the system 171

skystar
ノート注釈
[e.g., numerical algorithms for subspace state space system Identification (N4SID), 
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Fig. 3. Walsh basis in the order of the horizontal first and the vertical second
sequence (white = +1/64 and black = −1/64).

identification procedure in which the number of the basis172

elements (the output dimension) is already fixed.173

To solve the alternative basis problem as well as the standard174

basis problem, this brief suggests to apply a new special basis,175

which can be systematically truncated without geometric fea-176

tures but does not need any off-line basis generation procedure.177

Fig. 3 shows an example of the new special basis178

E W
� = vec−1

([
W

(
� − 1,

0

mn

)
· · · W

(
� − 1,

mn − 1

mn

)]T
)

179

with180

W (� − 1, x) = (−1)
�∞

j=1x j (�−1)1− j︸ ︷︷ ︸
the Walsh function [11]

, � = 1, . . . , mn181

whose x j ∈ {0, 1} and (� − 1)1− j ∈ {0, 1} are determined182

by the dyadic expansion of the normalized space parameter183

x = �∞
j=1x j · 2− j ∈ [0, 1) and that of the number (� − 1) =184

�K
j=0(� − 1)− j · 2 j ∈ Z+ (K ∈ Z+, (� − 1) ∈ [2K , 2K+1)).185

Here, the number N := mn is constrained to be m = n =186

2L (∀L ∈ Z+). The notation vec(•) is an isomorphism by187

which a matrix X ∈ M
m×n with the i th row xi (i = 1, . . . , m)188

is mapped to [x1 · · · xm]T ∈ R
mn [12].189

The new special basis is referred to as a Walsh basis in this190

brief. The basis is made by the Walsh functions and a family191

of the Hadamard–Walsh transform representation, which were192

popular [13], [14] in signal or image processing blocks but193

not today, because more precise and heavy transforms are194

implementable in the off-line world at least. On the other hand,195

the Walsh basis has not been applied for modeling and control196

of dynamical systems by the conventional visual feedbacks197

without geometric features.198

In our visual feedback, since the Walsh basis elements are199

in the order of the space resolution (spatial resolution), strictly200

speaking, in the order of the horizontal first and the vertical 201

second sequence (the number of the switch between the white 202

and the black in the horizontal or vertical scanning), the Walsh 203

basis is systematically truncated without geometric features. 204

In addition, even though the original Walsh–Hadamard trans- 205

form size m × n (the number of the basis elements mn) is not 206

free as defined earlier, based on the projection theorem [8], the 207

Walsh basis is freely truncated so that fruitful control theories 208

are applicable. 209

The major difference between the Walsh basis in this brief 210

and the alternative basis is the experimental cost. Unlike the 211

Walsh basis, the alternative basis is generated by acquiring the 212

experimental movies with a lot of specific information about 213

the plant block. In return, the number of the alternative basis 214

elements (the output dimension) can be smaller than that of 215

the Walsh basis elements. In a word, the online experimental 216

cost is reduced by the alternative basis, whereas the off- 217

line experimental cost is reduced by the Walsh basis. Also, 218

unlike the alternative basis, the Walsh basis is applicable to 219

model free control (e.g., the PID control) skipping any off-line 220

procedure. The range of the basis design will be increased by 221

this brief. 222

III. APPLICATION TO NONPLANAR SLOSHING 223

A. Experimental Setup 224

Sloshing [15], [16] is an important dynamical system in con- 225

trol systems technology [17]–[19]. Especially for nonplanar 226

sloshing [16], [20], [21], the whole shape of the free surface is 227

difficult to be measured by a few level sensors. As nonplanar 228

sloshing is called nonlinear sloshing [15], [22], apart from 229

numerical or experimental validations [23], the closed-loop 230

stability has been difficult to be guaranteed. In a related 231

paper [18], the whole shape of nonplanar surface is defined 232

as a geometric feature and extracted in the image processing 233

block. Since the whole shape of nonplanar surface is given 234

in the control block, a model-based feedback is achieved as 235

long as a certain input–output linearity exists on polynomial 236

space. However, the design procedures of the image processing 237

block are not systematic due to the geometric feature. In this 238

brief, unlike in the related paper, even when the whole shape 239

of nonplanar surface is not given in the control block in the 240

presence of occlusion, a model-based feedback is achieved 241

without geometric features. The control block and the image 242

processing block are unified, and both design procedures are 243

systematic. 244

Fig. 4 shows the system configuration. The calculation 245

block is constructed with a real-timed control PC (Linux, 246

2.66 [GHz], 32 [b]) with the sampling rate 1/Tsam = 15 [Hz], 247

a D/A board (12 [b]), and an image capture board (RGB, 248

8 × 8 × 8 [b]). The actuation block is constructed with 249

a dc motor (110 [W], 0.183 [Nm/A]), a reduction gear 250

(31.155 [Nm/Nm]), and a current servo amplifier (1.5 [A/V]). 251

The input voltage has the saturation (±5 [V]). The plant block 252

is constructed with a tank (glass, width 450 [mm] × long 253

180 [mm] × height 300 [mm]), water (blue, 0.998 [g/ml (20°)], 254

8.10 [L], depth 120 [mm]), liquid paraffin (colorless, 255

0.868 [g/ml (20°)], 12.15 [L], depth 180 [mm]), and a stage 256
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Fig. 4. System configuration.

cart. The driving torque of the dc motor is converted to the257

horizontal driving force for the tank dynamics (the camera and258

object dynamics) via a rack and a pinion (radius 100 [mm]).259

The static gain from the input voltage to the driving force is260

172.04 [N/V].261

The detection block is constructed with a digital camera262

under a room light (250 [lux]). The camera is allocated to263

detect the front view of the tank. Due to the computational264

limitation, every raw camera image (640 × 480 [pixel]) is265

reduced to a new camera image in M
50×50 for evaluation only266

and not for control. More precisely, in a geometrical central267

part (600 × 450 [pixel]) of the raw camera image, the mean268

luminance of the several raw pixels (12 × 9 [pixel]) is replaced269

by a luminance of a new and larger pixel. This camera image270

reduction is not a part of the image processing block in the271

sense that the reduction is equivalent to a replacement of the272

original plant block with the raw camera by a virtual plant273

block with the new camera. The Walsh basis is generated in274

case of N = 21 × 21 = 4 as a low-resolution case and N =275

23×23 = 64 as a high-resolution case so that our feedbacks are276

implementable. Accordingly, the raw camera image is reduced277

to another new camera image in M
8×8 for control. In case of278

N = 24 × 24, our feedbacks are not implementable due to the279

computational limitation.280

B. System Identification281

The identification input component is a chirplike signal282

U(k) =
(

A1 + A2 − A1

M
t

)
× sin

(
2π

(
f1 + f2 − f1

M
t

)
t

)
E W

1283

(3)284

with t = Tsamk. The initial condition is the steady horizontal285

surface whose image Y0 is similar to the element E W
2 in Fig. 3.286

Every output Y (k) is the difference between the reduced new287

camera image for control and the steady horizontal surface288

image Y0. The Walsh basis gives the output components289

y�(k) = �Y (k), E W
� � by (2). Note that our visual feedback290

is geometric feature less but not feature less. Indeed, y� is aAQ:2 291

nongeometric feature.292

Figs. 5–9 show the actual output components (the black293

dots) in case of A1 = 1.0 [V], A2 = 2.0 [V], f1 = 0.18 [Hz],294

f2 = 0.90 [Hz], and M = 60 [s]. The output component295

of the basis element E W
1 has an offset. This nonlinearity is296

due to the room light perturbation but the magnitude is not297

large relatively. The output components of the basis elements298

Fig. 5. Output components (EW
1 ).

Fig. 6. Output components (EW
3 ).

Fig. 7. Output components (EW
4 ).

Fig. 8. Output components (EW
15).

E W
3 and E W

4 are large at planar sloshing around t = 10.0 [s] 299

and that of the basis elements E W
15 is also large at nonplanar 300

sloshing around t = 35.0 [s]. On the other hand, the output 301

component of the basis element E W
56 is always small relatively. 302

Fig. 10 shows the Bode plots. This is the result of the system 303

identification (N4SID) to calculate the representation matrices 304

of the mapping A,B, C,D of the controllable and observable 305

system (1) with a 1-input component of U(k) ∈ M
1×1, a 12- 306

state component of X (k) ∈ M
3×4, and a 64-output component 307

of Y (k) ∈ M
8×8. The size of the state matrix X (k) is based 308

on the representation size of A. Note that the plant block in 309

skystar
ノート注釈
Our visual feedback is not feature less but geometric feature less. 
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Fig. 9. Output components (EW
56).

Fig. 10. Bode plot (identification).

Fig. 11. Fit ratio (model validation).

case of N = 4 is of the form (1) with a 4-output component310

of Y (k) ∈ M
2×2, which are the first four of the 64-output311

component of Y (k) ∈ M
8×8 in case of N = 64. Every gain312

plot has the first peak at ω = 2π0.285 [rad/s]. Especially,313

the gain of the basis elements E W
3 and E W

4 is larger than the314

others around the peak. The gain plot of the basis element315

E W
15 has the second peak at ω = 2π0.567 [rad/s] unlike those316

of E W
3 and E W

4 . The first and the second peaks correspond317

to planar and nonplanar sloshing, respectively [9]. There are318

no additional peaks even in the (maximum) sigma plot taking319

all of the 64-output component. The gain plots of the basis320

elements E W
� (� > 40) are sufficiently small.321

Fig. 11 shows the fit ratio [24]322

FIT� :=
⎛
⎝1 −

√
� ỹ�(k)2

�(y�(k) − E[y�(k)])2

⎞
⎠ × 100323

where ỹ�(k) is the difference between the actual output com-324

ponent y�(k) (the black dots) and the model output component325

(the red lines) in Figs. 5–9 by the same input. The notation 326

E[•] denotes the expectation. The best fit ratio is achieved by 327

the basis element E W
15 corresponding to nonplanar sloshing. 328

The second and the third best fit ratios are achieved by the 329

basis elements E W
3 and E W

4 corresponding to planar sloshing. 330

These results imply that an input–output linearity exists on the 331

matrix space. On the other hand, the worst and the secondary 332

worst fit ratios are achieved by the basis elements E W
1 and 333

E W
56, respectively. This implies the existence of the uncertainty 334

whose output is the state disturbance V (k) in the input-state 335

equation (1). However, both gains of the basis elements E W
1 336

and E W
56 in Fig. 10 are relatively small. 337

C. Control Experimental Method 338

The LQG control is applied on the matrix space. Fig. 12 339

shows the block diagram. We can skip the off-line basis 340

generation procedure as well as the online geometric feature 341

extraction. This simplicity is a fruit of our visual feedback. The 342

control objective is the asymptotic stabilization of the plant 343

origin, that is, the steady horizontal surface, in the presence 344

of occlusion. The initial surface condition at t = t0 > 0 is 345

prepared by applying the feedforward input (3) with A1 = A2 346

and f1 = f2 in the period [0, t0] to the steady horizontal 347

surface at t = 0. Here, we set (A1, f1) = (0.9, 0.285) for 348

planar sloshing and (A1, f1) = (1.50, 0.567) for nonplanar 349

sloshing, and t0 = 15 [s]. Just after the feedforward input 350

ends, we start the LQG control minimizing the objective 351

functions [8] 352

�∞
0

(
q f �X (k), X (k)� + r f �U(k), U(k)�) 353

for the LQ controller and 354

E[vec(X (k) − X̂(k))vec(X (k) − X̂(k))T] 355

for the Kalman filter with the estimated state X̂(k) against the 356

zero-mean disturbances V (k) and W (k) such that 357

E[vec(V (k))vec(V (k))T] = qe Imx nx 358

E[vec(W (k))vec(W (k))T] = re IN 359

in which (q f , r f ) = (0.008, 30.77) and (qe, re) = (0.001, 10) 360

in case of N = 4 (4-output), and (q f , r f ) = (0.0142, 17.61) 361

and (qe, re) = (0.001, 50) in case of N = 64 (64-output), 362

respectively. These weights q f , r f , qe, and re are searched so 363

that the inputs at planar sloshing take the same value at t = 15 364

[s] between N = 4 and N = 64 for a fair comparison. First, 365

in the absence of occlusion, the stabilization by the proposed 366

control is discussed. Second, in the presence of occlusion 367

which is a student’s hand, the rejection and the attenuation 368

of the whole occlusion effects are also discussed. 369

D. Control Experimental Results and Discussion 370

Fig. 13 shows the input component of U(k) in case of 371

N = 4, and Fig. 14 shows the corresponding output norm 372

�Y (k)� for nonplanar sloshing in the absence of occlusion. The 373

dot (black) depicts the no control, and the cross (red) depicts 374

the proposed control. The output norm �Y (k)� grows until the 375

initial time t = 15 [s] by the feedforward input and converges 376
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Fig. 12. Block diagram in which a part of the whole occlusion effects is rejected and the remaining part is attenuated.

Fig. 13. Input component (without occlusion, N = 4).

Fig. 14. Output norm (without occlusion, N = 4).

to zero after t = 15.0 [s], as the input component converges377

to zero in the steady-state period. There is no input saturation.378

The convergence rate by the proposed control in case of N = 4379

is slightly faster than that by the no control. The settling time380

by the proposed control in case of N = 4 is Ts = 9.3 [s] and381

that by the no control is Ts = 13.3 [s]. Here, the settling time382

Ts is a control performance introduced as the last time when383

the output norm is less than 20% of the maximum after we384

start the controls at t = 15.0 [s]. Note that Fig. 14 displays the385

high-resolution output for a fair comparison between N = 4386

and N = 64.387

Fig. 15 shows the input component of U(k) in case of388

N = 64, and Fig. 16 shows the corresponding output norm389

�Y (k)� for nonplanar sloshing in the absence of occlusion.390

TABLE I

MATRIX BASIS COMPARISON

Fig. 15. Input component (without occlusion, N = 64).

There is no input saturation again. The settling time by the 391

proposed control in case of N = 64 is Ts = 6.0 [s] and 392

that by the no control is Ts = 13.3 [s] again. Especially, 393

in the transient period 15 ≤ t ≤ 20 [s], the convergence 394

rate in case of N = 64 is much better than that in case of 395

N = 4 successfully. In other words, the proposed control in 396

case of N = 4 does not work well for nonplanar sloshing. 397

This is because the space resolutions of the four basis elements 398

E W
1 , . . . , E W

4 in Fig. 3 are lower than the others. 399

Table I summarizes the off-line and online experimental 400

costs and the performance. The Walsh basis in case of N = 64 401

achieves the best performance. Here, N = 64(> 40) is very 402

high so that the exchange of the Walsh basis for the alternative 403

(POD) basis [9] can correspond to the change of basis and can 404
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Fig. 16. Output norm (without occlusion, N = 64).

preserve the output norm405

�U ◦ Y (k)� = �Y (k)�406

for a unitary operator U . This means that the alternative407

basis in case of N = 64 brings the same sigma plot in408

Fig. 10 and thus achieves the same performance Ts = 6.0 [s]409

experimentally in spite of the worse off-line experimental cost.410

On the other hand, the Walsh basis in case of N = 4 achieves411

the best experimental costs but has the worst performance than412

the alternative basis in case of N = 4. This is convincing,413

because the Walsh basis has no specific information about the414

plant block. In return, the Walsh basis can skip the off-line415

basis generation, and we do not have to handle the movies.416

The range of the basis design is increased successfully. The417

related paper [18] brings Ts = 4.6−5.1 [s] (6.9−7.7 [s] in the418

presence of occlusion) but is not fair here, because the design419

procedures of the image processing block are not systematic.420

Fig. 17(a) shows the camera images for evaluation at the421

several discrete time by the proposed control in case of422

N = 64 in the absence of occlusion. The initial nonplanar423

surface tends to the plant origin. The validity is confirmed in424

the absence of occlusion.425

On the other hand, Fig. 17(b) shows the camera images426

by the proposed control in case of N = 64 in the presence427

of occlusion. Fig. 17(c) shows the actual output Y (k) + Y0,428

and Fig. 17(d) shows the estimated output Ŷ (k) + Y0, which429

is calculated by the Kalman filter for the evaluation only and430

not for control. Here, the steady horizontal surface image Y0 is431

added just for readability. Successfully, the initial nonplanar432

surface tends to the plant origin again. Also, by comparing433

Fig. 17(c) and Fig. 17(d), the occlusion effect in the output434

Y (k)+Y0 is attenuated and almost disappeared in the estimated435

output Ŷ (k)+Y0. Not only the plant origin but also the closed-436

loop origin is asymptotically stabilized.437

Remark 3: Unlike conventional visual feedbacks, our visual438

feedback handles the occlusion in two steps without geometric439

features. In the first step, in the sense that the occlusion in440

Fig. 17(a) is projected to the occlusion effect that exists in441

W := span{E W
1 , . . . , E W

64}, a part of the whole occlusion442

effects exists in W
⊥ experimentally and is rejected. In the443

second step, the remaining part exists in W and is attenuated444

by the LQG control. The control performance in the presence445

of occlusion depends not only on the controller transfer446

function in the second step but also on the relation between447

the occlusion and the basis in the first step. There is no basis448

whose occlusion effect rejection performance is always better449

than the others for every possible occlusion.450

Fig. 17. Images and outputs. (a) Images (without occlusion). (b) Images (with
occlusion). (c) Y (k) + Y0 (with occlusion). (d) Ŷ (k) + Y0 (with occlusion).

Fig. 18. Input component (with occlusion, N = 64).

Figs. 18 and 19 show the input component and the output 451

norm in the presence of occlusion for nonplanar sloshing 452

discussed in Fig. 17(a)–(c). These settling times are slightly 453

larger than those without occlusion. Especially in the transient 454

period 15 ≤ t ≤ 25 [s], the existence of the occlusion is 455

observed, but the input and output components tend to be 456

zero in the steady-state period again. The validity is confirmed 457

even in the presence of occlusion. As a demonstration, Fig. 20 458

shows the output norm �Y (k)� against the input disturbance 459

[the same chirplike input (3) for the system identification] 460

instead of the output disturbance (the occlusion effect). Again, 461

the proposed control is better than the no control. 462

Finally, let us discuss the robust stability analysis. This is 463

also a demonstration that our visual feedback guarantees the 464

closed-loop stability even in the presence of the (input mul- 465

tiplicative) uncertainty � and the occlusion effect W . Taking 466

the extended block structure set: � = {diag(�,� f ) | � ∈ 467

C,� f ∈ C
N×N }, it is known that the robust performance as 468
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Fig. 19. Output norm (with occlusion, N = 64).

Fig. 20. Output norm (with input disturbance, N = 64).

well as the robust stability is evaluated by structured singular469

value (SSV): μ�(G) = (min{σ̄ (�)
∣∣ � ∈ �, det(I −G�) =470

0})−1 with a standard setting [12]471 [
z1
z2

]
=

[ −K So P −K So

So P So

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

G

[
w1
w2

]
472

So = (I + Lo)
−1, Lo = P K473

where P is the nominal plant block from the input U to the474

output Y in the absence of W , K is the control block from475

the disturbed output Y to the input U of the perturbed plant476

block P(1 + �), z1 is the input U , z2 is the disturbed output477

Y , w1 = �z1, and w2 is the output disturbance W . By the478

standard μ-analysis (MATLAB version 9.0) in the worst case479

of N = 4 and 64, in the presence of the uncertainty �480

with the observed maximum gain 2.087, one of the upper481

bounds of SSV is lower than 0.3612, which guarantees both482

of the robust stability for |�| ≤ 2.087 < 1/0.3612 and the483

robust performance �Fu(G,�)�∞ < 0.3612. The notation484

Fu(•, •) denotes the upper linear fractional transformation.485

Unlike in the LQG controller design procedure, the zero-mean486

assumption is not needed, and the output of the uncertainty is487

the input disturbance. The tools (N4SID, LQG, and μ) in this488

brief are examples, and various other tools on the coordinate489

space are applicable to other dynamical systems (e.g., other490

continuum systems) on the matrix space as long as the input–491

output linearity exists in the sense of the system (1).492

IV. CONCLUSION493

For a visual feedback without geometric features, this brief494

suggests to apply a new special basis made by the Walsh495

functions to reduce the off-line experimental cost. The validity496

is confirmed experimentally against occlusion in nonplanar497

sloshing whose dynamics is not negligible. The range of the498

basis design is increased. The next work is a systematic basis 499

generation to improve the input–output linearity as well as 500

the occlusion effect rejection performance assuming that some 501

a priori information about the occlusion is available. 502
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Visual Feedback Without Geometric Features Against Occlusion: A Walsh Basis

Satoru Sakai , Member, IEEE, Masayuki Ando, and Shunsuke Kobashi

Abstract— For a visual feedback without geometric features,1

this brief suggests to apply a basis made by the Walsh functions2

in order to reduce the off-line experimental cost. Depending on3

the resolution, the feedback is implementable and achieves the4

closed-loop stability of dynamical systems as long as the input–5

output linearity on matrix space exists. Remarkably, a part of6

the whole occlusion effects is rejected, and the remaining part7

is attenuated. The validity is confirmed by the experimental8

feedback for nonplanar sloshing.9

Index Terms— Dynamical systems, occlusion, stability, visual10

feedback.11

I. INTRODUCTION12

IN MANY conventional visual feedbacks, there exists a13

series interconnection between the control block and the14

image processing block in Fig. 1. In the image processing15

block, the geometric features (e.g., a dot position and a line16

angle) are defined and extracted from the camera image on17

line. Via the series interconnection, a lot of information is lost18

in the image processing block, but the design procedures of the19

control block can be systematic when fruitful control theories20

are applicable. On the other hand, the design procedures of the21

image processing block are not or less systematic, especially22

in the presence of occlusion (visual obstacles between the23

camera and the object), because the way to define and extract24

geometric features strongly depends on the plant block, the25

control objective, and so on.26

To solve this problem, not many but several visual feed-27

backs without or with less geometric features are dis-28

cussed by different approaches, such as the homography-29

based approach [1], [2] and the Hausdorff distance-based30

approach [3]. The similar motivation is traced back to the31

subspace approaches [4], [5]. Most of them could work locally32

at least for static systems that are acceptable when the camera33

or object dynamics (e.g., the camera-link flexibility) are negli-34

gible. On the other hand, the closed-loop stability of dynamical35

systems is not guaranteed and can be lost even in the absence36

of occlusion. Exceptionally, a visual feedback [6], [7] locally37

guarantees the closed-loop stability of a special nonlinear38

dynamical system assuming the absence of occlusion.39

In this brief, in the presence of occlusion, a visual feedback40

without geometric features is given as a new application41

for linear dynamical systems. The closed-loop stability is42
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Fig. 1. Block diagram with the image processing for geometric features.

Fig. 2. Block diagram without the image processing for geometric features.

guaranteed by our simple idea beginning with a change of the 43

mapping domain and codomain (the input and output spaces) 44

of the plant block. In many conventional visual feedbacks, 45

geometric features are defined in a coordinate space R
n (e.g., 46

the camera image plane R
2), which can be eventually the 47

output space of the plant block. In our visual feedback in 48

Fig. 2, geometric features are not defined, and a matrix 49

space M
m×n is the output space of the plant block. Since 50

any coordinate space is isomorphic to a matrix space, the 51

design procedures of our control block on matrix space can be 52

systematic when fruitful control theories are applicable again. 53

However, due to the computational limitation at least, such 54

theories are not always applicable as they are. In our visual 55

feedback, from the perspective of the Hilbert space [8], we can 56

design a basis in the output space M
m×n so that the control 57

theories are applicable under the computational limitation. 58

Indeed, in the absence of occlusion, our pilot study [9] 59

performs an off-line basis generation procedure before the 60

system identification procedure. 61

In the presence of occlusion, this brief suggests to apply 62

a new special basis by which any off-line basis generation 63

procedure is not needed. This means a cut of the experimental 64

cost, because the experimental movies for the off-line basis 65

generation procedure are nothing but big data for control. The 66

new special basis is made by the Walsh functions, which have 67

not been applied for modeling and control of dynamical sys- 68

tems by the conventional visual feedbacks without geometric 69

features. 70

The rest of this brief is organized as follows. In Section II, 71

dynamical systems on matrix space are introduced, and the 72

new special basis is suggested for our visual feedback. 73

1063-6536 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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The new special basis does not need any off-line basis gen-74

eration procedure but can be systematically truncated without75

geometric features so that fruitful control theories are applica-76

ble under the computational limitation. In Section III, the pro-77

posed control is applied to nonplanar sloshing whose dynamics78

is not negligible. The validity is confirmed experimentally in79

the presence of occlusion. Finally, this brief is concluded in80

Section IV.81

II. DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS ON MATRIX SPACE82

Let us consider a finite-dimensional space denoted by M
m×n

83

of a time-varying matrix M(k) ∈ M
m×n at the discrete-time84

instant k ∈ Z+ := {0}∪N. The matrix space M
m×n is a Hilbert85

space with the inner product86

〈M(k), N(k)〉 = tr(M(k)T N(k)) ∈ R87

for all matrices M(k) and N(k) ∈ M
m×n . M(k) ⊥ N(k)88

implies 〈M(k), N(k)〉 = 0, and the inner product introduces89

the norm ‖M(k)‖ = (〈M(k), M(k)〉)1/2 ≥ 0. The nota-90

tion tr(•) denotes the trace of a matrix. Consider a finite-91

dimensional linear time-invariant (LTI) system described by92

linear mappings between matrix spaces [9]93 {
X (k + 1) = A ◦ X (k) + B ◦ U(k) + V (k)

Y (k) = C ◦ X (k) + D ◦ U(k) + W (k)
(1)94

where the state X (k) ∈ M
mx ×nx and the state disturbance95

V (k) ∈ M
mx ×nx are the mx × nx matrices, the input U(k) ∈96

M
1×1 is the 1 × 1 matrix, and the output Y (k) ∈ M

my×ny97

and the output disturbance W (k) ∈ M
my×ny are the my × ny98

matrices. The notation ◦ denotes the operation of the linear99

mappings A,B, C, and D.100

Remark 1: Since every mapping cannot be defined until the101

domain and the codomain are defined, every system depends102

on the choice of the input and output spaces. In this sense, the103

proposed system (1) choosing the matrix spaces and the well-104

known LTI system choosing the coordinates spaces are differ-105

ent mathematical objects even if the linear mappings A,B, C,106

and D of both systems have the same matrix representations.107

On the other hand, since there is an isomorphism from a matrix108

space M
m×n to a coordinate space R

mn [8], fruitful control109

theories [e.g., ARX, N4SID, linear quadratic and GaussianAQ:1 110

(LQG), and μ] are applicable to both systems.111

Remark 2: The output Y corresponding to the camera image112

is visible, but the input U and the state X are invisible as113

they are the disturbances V and W . Of course, the input U is114

not unknown and visualizable, but the state X is not always115

visualizable even in the absence of the disturbances V and W .116

It is never our contribution to see the camera image as a117

matrix and is popular in the image processing blocks that are118

regarded as static open systems. In our visual feedback, from119

the viewpoint of dynamical closed-loop systems including the120

plant block, not only the camera image corresponding to the121

output of the plant block, but also the input and state are122

matrices. The inner product (or the passivity) of the output Y123

and the input U can be taken when they belong to the same124

subspace. In mathematics, roughly speaking, a matrix space125

is almost the same as a coordinate space, which is familiar.126

However, in engineering, as long as the control objective is 127

defined in the camera image, the matrix space is more suitable 128

to design the basis. 129

Since a matrix space M
m×n has a normalized orthogonal 130

basis E1, . . . , Emn [8] 131

〈E�i , E� j 〉 =
{

0 (�i 
= � j )

1 (�i = � j ),
�i , � j = 1, . . . , mn 132

every time-varying matrix 133

M(k) =
mn∑
�=1

〈M(k), E�〉E� ∈ M
m×n , � = 1, . . . , mn 134

has a representation [m1(k), m2(k), . . . , mmn(k)]T whose 135

component is of the form 136

m�(k) := 〈M(k), E�〉. (2) 137

Here, the most popular basis in the output space is the 138

standard basis (the pixel-by-pixel basis) 139

E S
1 =

⎡
⎢⎣

1 · · · 0
...

...
0 · · · 0

⎤
⎥⎦ 140

E S
2 =

⎡
⎢⎣

0 1 · · · 0
...

...
...

0 0 · · · 0

⎤
⎥⎦ , . . . , E S

mn =
⎡
⎢⎣

0 · · · 0
...

...
0 · · · 1

⎤
⎥⎦ 141

by which any off-line basis generation procedure is not needed. 142

The standard basis could work locally at least for static 143

systems as the pixel-by-pixel feedback. However, the standard 144

basis can cause several problems for dynamical systems. One 145

of them is from the computational limitation, because the 146

number of the standard basis elements is nothing but the 147

number of the pixels mn, which is usually quite large [10]. 148

Indeed, a more than 1×106 pixels feedback is implemented on 149

a better hardware [2]. Nevertheless, the standard basis cannot 150

be truncated systematically without geometric features. For 151

example, for a certain plant block with a control objective, 152

even if we know that the (1,2)-pixel of the camera image is 153

not important, the truncation of E S
2 is not accepted, because 154

such truncation is nothing but the geometric feature extraction 155

depending on the plant block or the control objectives. 156

To solve the standard basis problem, under the computa- 157

tional limitation, our pilot study [9] discusses an alternative 158

basis, which is systematically truncated without geometric 159

features. However, the alternative basis needs an off-line basis 160

generation procedure before the system identification proce- 161

dure. This means an increase of the experimental cost, since 162

the alternative basis cannot be generated without acquiring the 163

experimental movies. 164

One may think that the experimental cost in the off-line 165

basis generation procedure is not an issue, since the acquired 166

movies for the off-line basis generation procedure can be 167

reused for the system identification procedure. This is not 168

true. The acquired movies for the off-line basis generation 169

procedure are nothing but big data for control (e.g., the raw 170

movies) and are much bigger than the outputs for the system 171
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Fig. 3. Walsh basis in the order of the horizontal first and the vertical second
sequence (white = +1/64 and black = −1/64).

identification procedure in which the number of the basis172

elements (the output dimension) is already fixed.173

To solve the alternative basis problem as well as the standard174

basis problem, this brief suggests to apply a new special basis,175

which can be systematically truncated without geometric fea-176

tures but does not need any off-line basis generation procedure.177

Fig. 3 shows an example of the new special basis178

E W
� = vec−1

([
W

(
� − 1,

0

mn

)
· · · W

(
� − 1,

mn − 1

mn

)]T
)

179

with180

W (� − 1, x) = (−1)
�∞

j=1x j (�−1)1− j︸ ︷︷ ︸
the Walsh function [11]

, � = 1, . . . , mn181

whose x j ∈ {0, 1} and (� − 1)1− j ∈ {0, 1} are determined182

by the dyadic expansion of the normalized space parameter183

x = �∞
j=1x j · 2− j ∈ [0, 1) and that of the number (� − 1) =184

�K
j=0(� − 1)− j · 2 j ∈ Z+ (K ∈ Z+, (� − 1) ∈ [2K , 2K+1)).185

Here, the number N := mn is constrained to be m = n =186

2L (∀L ∈ Z+). The notation vec(•) is an isomorphism by187

which a matrix X ∈ M
m×n with the i th row x i (i = 1, . . . , m)188

is mapped to [x1 · · · xm]T ∈ R
mn [12].189

The new special basis is referred to as a Walsh basis in this190

brief. The basis is made by the Walsh functions and a family191

of the Hadamard–Walsh transform representation, which were192

popular [13], [14] in signal or image processing blocks but193

not today, because more precise and heavy transforms are194

implementable in the off-line world at least. On the other hand,195

the Walsh basis has not been applied for modeling and control196

of dynamical systems by the conventional visual feedbacks197

without geometric features.198

In our visual feedback, since the Walsh basis elements are199

in the order of the space resolution (spatial resolution), strictly200

speaking, in the order of the horizontal first and the vertical 201

second sequence (the number of the switch between the white 202

and the black in the horizontal or vertical scanning), the Walsh 203

basis is systematically truncated without geometric features. 204

In addition, even though the original Walsh–Hadamard trans- 205

form size m × n (the number of the basis elements mn) is not 206

free as defined earlier, based on the projection theorem [8], the 207

Walsh basis is freely truncated so that fruitful control theories 208

are applicable. 209

The major difference between the Walsh basis in this brief 210

and the alternative basis is the experimental cost. Unlike the 211

Walsh basis, the alternative basis is generated by acquiring the 212

experimental movies with a lot of specific information about 213

the plant block. In return, the number of the alternative basis 214

elements (the output dimension) can be smaller than that of 215

the Walsh basis elements. In a word, the online experimental 216

cost is reduced by the alternative basis, whereas the off- 217

line experimental cost is reduced by the Walsh basis. Also, 218

unlike the alternative basis, the Walsh basis is applicable to 219

model free control (e.g., the PID control) skipping any off-line 220

procedure. The range of the basis design will be increased by 221

this brief. 222

III. APPLICATION TO NONPLANAR SLOSHING 223

A. Experimental Setup 224

Sloshing [15], [16] is an important dynamical system in con- 225

trol systems technology [17]–[19]. Especially for nonplanar 226

sloshing [16], [20], [21], the whole shape of the free surface is 227

difficult to be measured by a few level sensors. As nonplanar 228

sloshing is called nonlinear sloshing [15], [22], apart from 229

numerical or experimental validations [23], the closed-loop 230

stability has been difficult to be guaranteed. In a related 231

paper [18], the whole shape of nonplanar surface is defined 232

as a geometric feature and extracted in the image processing 233

block. Since the whole shape of nonplanar surface is given 234

in the control block, a model-based feedback is achieved as 235

long as a certain input–output linearity exists on polynomial 236

space. However, the design procedures of the image processing 237

block are not systematic due to the geometric feature. In this 238

brief, unlike in the related paper, even when the whole shape 239

of nonplanar surface is not given in the control block in the 240

presence of occlusion, a model-based feedback is achieved 241

without geometric features. The control block and the image 242

processing block are unified, and both design procedures are 243

systematic. 244

Fig. 4 shows the system configuration. The calculation 245

block is constructed with a real-timed control PC (Linux, 246

2.66 [GHz], 32 [b]) with the sampling rate 1/Tsam = 15 [Hz], 247

a D/A board (12 [b]), and an image capture board (RGB, 248

8 × 8 × 8 [b]). The actuation block is constructed with 249

a dc motor (110 [W], 0.183 [Nm/A]), a reduction gear 250

(31.155 [Nm/Nm]), and a current servo amplifier (1.5 [A/V]). 251

The input voltage has the saturation (±5 [V]). The plant block 252

is constructed with a tank (glass, width 450 [mm] × long 253

180 [mm] × height 300 [mm]), water (blue, 0.998 [g/ml (20°)], 254

8.10 [L], depth 120 [mm]), liquid paraffin (colorless, 255

0.868 [g/ml (20°)], 12.15 [L], depth 180 [mm]), and a stage 256
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Fig. 4. System configuration.

cart. The driving torque of the dc motor is converted to the257

horizontal driving force for the tank dynamics (the camera and258

object dynamics) via a rack and a pinion (radius 100 [mm]).259

The static gain from the input voltage to the driving force is260

172.04 [N/V].261

The detection block is constructed with a digital camera262

under a room light (250 [lux]). The camera is allocated to263

detect the front view of the tank. Due to the computational264

limitation, every raw camera image (640 × 480 [pixel]) is265

reduced to a new camera image in M
50×50 for evaluation only266

and not for control. More precisely, in a geometrical central267

part (600 × 450 [pixel]) of the raw camera image, the mean268

luminance of the several raw pixels (12 × 9 [pixel]) is replaced269

by a luminance of a new and larger pixel. This camera image270

reduction is not a part of the image processing block in the271

sense that the reduction is equivalent to a replacement of the272

original plant block with the raw camera by a virtual plant273

block with the new camera. The Walsh basis is generated in274

case of N = 21 × 21 = 4 as a low-resolution case and N =275

23×23 = 64 as a high-resolution case so that our feedbacks are276

implementable. Accordingly, the raw camera image is reduced277

to another new camera image in M
8×8 for control. In case of278

N = 24 × 24, our feedbacks are not implementable due to the279

computational limitation.280

B. System Identification281

The identification input component is a chirplike signal282

U(k) =
(

A1 + A2 − A1

M
t

)
× sin

(
2π

(
f1 + f2 − f1

M
t

)
t

)
E W

1283

(3)284

with t = Tsamk. The initial condition is the steady horizontal285

surface whose image Y0 is similar to the element E W
2 in Fig. 3.286

Every output Y (k) is the difference between the reduced new287

camera image for control and the steady horizontal surface288

image Y0. The Walsh basis gives the output components289

y�(k) = 〈Y (k), E W
� 〉 by (2). Note that our visual feedback290

is geometric feature less but not feature less. Indeed, y� is aAQ:2 291

nongeometric feature.292

Figs. 5–9 show the actual output components (the black293

dots) in case of A1 = 1.0 [V], A2 = 2.0 [V], f1 = 0.18 [Hz],294

f2 = 0.90 [Hz], and M = 60 [s]. The output component295

of the basis element E W
1 has an offset. This nonlinearity is296

due to the room light perturbation but the magnitude is not297

large relatively. The output components of the basis elements298

Fig. 5. Output components (EW
1 ).

Fig. 6. Output components (EW
3 ).

Fig. 7. Output components (EW
4 ).

Fig. 8. Output components (EW
15).

E W
3 and E W

4 are large at planar sloshing around t = 10.0 [s] 299

and that of the basis elements E W
15 is also large at nonplanar 300

sloshing around t = 35.0 [s]. On the other hand, the output 301

component of the basis element E W
56 is always small relatively. 302

Fig. 10 shows the Bode plots. This is the result of the system 303

identification (N4SID) to calculate the representation matrices 304

of the mapping A,B, C,D of the controllable and observable 305

system (1) with a 1-input component of U(k) ∈ M
1×1, a 12- 306

state component of X (k) ∈ M
3×4, and a 64-output component 307

of Y (k) ∈ M
8×8. The size of the state matrix X (k) is based 308

on the representation size of A. Note that the plant block in 309
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Fig. 9. Output components (EW
56).

Fig. 10. Bode plot (identification).

Fig. 11. Fit ratio (model validation).

case of N = 4 is of the form (1) with a 4-output component310

of Y (k) ∈ M
2×2, which are the first four of the 64-output311

component of Y (k) ∈ M
8×8 in case of N = 64. Every gain312

plot has the first peak at ω = 2π0.285 [rad/s]. Especially,313

the gain of the basis elements E W
3 and E W

4 is larger than the314

others around the peak. The gain plot of the basis element315

E W
15 has the second peak at ω = 2π0.567 [rad/s] unlike those316

of E W
3 and E W

4 . The first and the second peaks correspond317

to planar and nonplanar sloshing, respectively [9]. There are318

no additional peaks even in the (maximum) sigma plot taking319

all of the 64-output component. The gain plots of the basis320

elements E W
� (� > 40) are sufficiently small.321

Fig. 11 shows the fit ratio [24]322

FIT� :=
⎛
⎝1 −

√
� ỹ�(k)2

�(y�(k) − E[y�(k)])2

⎞
⎠ × 100323

where ỹ�(k) is the difference between the actual output com-324

ponent y�(k) (the black dots) and the model output component325

(the red lines) in Figs. 5–9 by the same input. The notation 326

E[•] denotes the expectation. The best fit ratio is achieved by 327

the basis element E W
15 corresponding to nonplanar sloshing. 328

The second and the third best fit ratios are achieved by the 329

basis elements E W
3 and E W

4 corresponding to planar sloshing. 330

These results imply that an input–output linearity exists on the 331

matrix space. On the other hand, the worst and the secondary 332

worst fit ratios are achieved by the basis elements E W
1 and 333

E W
56, respectively. This implies the existence of the uncertainty 334

whose output is the state disturbance V (k) in the input-state 335

equation (1). However, both gains of the basis elements E W
1 336

and E W
56 in Fig. 10 are relatively small. 337

C. Control Experimental Method 338

The LQG control is applied on the matrix space. Fig. 12 339

shows the block diagram. We can skip the off-line basis 340

generation procedure as well as the online geometric feature 341

extraction. This simplicity is a fruit of our visual feedback. The 342

control objective is the asymptotic stabilization of the plant 343

origin, that is, the steady horizontal surface, in the presence 344

of occlusion. The initial surface condition at t = t0 > 0 is 345

prepared by applying the feedforward input (3) with A1 = A2 346

and f1 = f2 in the period [0, t0] to the steady horizontal 347

surface at t = 0. Here, we set (A1, f1) = (0.9, 0.285) for 348

planar sloshing and (A1, f1) = (1.50, 0.567) for nonplanar 349

sloshing, and t0 = 15 [s]. Just after the feedforward input 350

ends, we start the LQG control minimizing the objective 351

functions [8] 352

�∞
0

(
q f 〈X (k), X (k)〉 + r f 〈U(k), U(k)〉) 353

for the LQ controller and 354

E[vec(X (k) − X̂(k))vec(X (k) − X̂(k))T] 355

for the Kalman filter with the estimated state X̂(k) against the 356

zero-mean disturbances V (k) and W (k) such that 357

E[vec(V (k))vec(V (k))T] = qe Imx nx 358

E[vec(W (k))vec(W (k))T] = re IN 359

in which (q f , r f ) = (0.008, 30.77) and (qe, re) = (0.001, 10) 360

in case of N = 4 (4-output), and (q f , r f ) = (0.0142, 17.61) 361

and (qe, re) = (0.001, 50) in case of N = 64 (64-output), 362

respectively. These weights q f , r f , qe, and re are searched so 363

that the inputs at planar sloshing take the same value at t = 15 364

[s] between N = 4 and N = 64 for a fair comparison. First, 365

in the absence of occlusion, the stabilization by the proposed 366

control is discussed. Second, in the presence of occlusion 367

which is a student’s hand, the rejection and the attenuation 368

of the whole occlusion effects are also discussed. 369

D. Control Experimental Results and Discussion 370

Fig. 13 shows the input component of U(k) in case of 371

N = 4, and Fig. 14 shows the corresponding output norm 372

‖Y (k)‖ for nonplanar sloshing in the absence of occlusion. The 373

dot (black) depicts the no control, and the cross (red) depicts 374

the proposed control. The output norm ‖Y (k)‖ grows until the 375

initial time t = 15 [s] by the feedforward input and converges 376
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Fig. 12. Block diagram in which a part of the whole occlusion effects is rejected and the remaining part is attenuated.

Fig. 13. Input component (without occlusion, N = 4).

Fig. 14. Output norm (without occlusion, N = 4).

to zero after t = 15.0 [s], as the input component converges377

to zero in the steady-state period. There is no input saturation.378

The convergence rate by the proposed control in case of N = 4379

is slightly faster than that by the no control. The settling time380

by the proposed control in case of N = 4 is Ts = 9.3 [s] and381

that by the no control is Ts = 13.3 [s]. Here, the settling time382

Ts is a control performance introduced as the last time when383

the output norm is less than 20% of the maximum after we384

start the controls at t = 15.0 [s]. Note that Fig. 14 displays the385

high-resolution output for a fair comparison between N = 4386

and N = 64.387

Fig. 15 shows the input component of U(k) in case of388

N = 64, and Fig. 16 shows the corresponding output norm389

‖Y (k)‖ for nonplanar sloshing in the absence of occlusion.390

TABLE I

MATRIX BASIS COMPARISON

Fig. 15. Input component (without occlusion, N = 64).

There is no input saturation again. The settling time by the 391

proposed control in case of N = 64 is Ts = 6.0 [s] and 392

that by the no control is Ts = 13.3 [s] again. Especially, 393

in the transient period 15 ≤ t ≤ 20 [s], the convergence 394

rate in case of N = 64 is much better than that in case of 395

N = 4 successfully. In other words, the proposed control in 396

case of N = 4 does not work well for nonplanar sloshing. 397

This is because the space resolutions of the four basis elements 398

E W
1 , . . . , E W

4 in Fig. 3 are lower than the others. 399

Table I summarizes the off-line and online experimental 400

costs and the performance. The Walsh basis in case of N = 64 401

achieves the best performance. Here, N = 64(> 40) is very 402

high so that the exchange of the Walsh basis for the alternative 403

(POD) basis [9] can correspond to the change of basis and can 404
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Fig. 16. Output norm (without occlusion, N = 64).

preserve the output norm405

‖U ◦ Y (k)‖ = ‖Y (k)‖406

for a unitary operator U . This means that the alternative407

basis in case of N = 64 brings the same sigma plot in408

Fig. 10 and thus achieves the same performance Ts = 6.0 [s]409

experimentally in spite of the worse off-line experimental cost.410

On the other hand, the Walsh basis in case of N = 4 achieves411

the best experimental costs but has the worst performance than412

the alternative basis in case of N = 4. This is convincing,413

because the Walsh basis has no specific information about the414

plant block. In return, the Walsh basis can skip the off-line415

basis generation, and we do not have to handle the movies.416

The range of the basis design is increased successfully. The417

related paper [18] brings Ts = 4.6−5.1 [s] (6.9−7.7 [s] in the418

presence of occlusion) but is not fair here, because the design419

procedures of the image processing block are not systematic.420

Fig. 17(a) shows the camera images for evaluation at the421

several discrete time by the proposed control in case of422

N = 64 in the absence of occlusion. The initial nonplanar423

surface tends to the plant origin. The validity is confirmed in424

the absence of occlusion.425

On the other hand, Fig. 17(b) shows the camera images426

by the proposed control in case of N = 64 in the presence427

of occlusion. Fig. 17(c) shows the actual output Y (k) + Y0,428

and Fig. 17(d) shows the estimated output Ŷ (k) + Y0, which429

is calculated by the Kalman filter for the evaluation only and430

not for control. Here, the steady horizontal surface image Y0 is431

added just for readability. Successfully, the initial nonplanar432

surface tends to the plant origin again. Also, by comparing433

Fig. 17(c) and Fig. 17(d), the occlusion effect in the output434

Y (k)+Y0 is attenuated and almost disappeared in the estimated435

output Ŷ (k)+Y0. Not only the plant origin but also the closed-436

loop origin is asymptotically stabilized.437

Remark 3: Unlike conventional visual feedbacks, our visual438

feedback handles the occlusion in two steps without geometric439

features. In the first step, in the sense that the occlusion in440

Fig. 17(a) is projected to the occlusion effect that exists in441

W := span{E W
1 , . . . , E W

64}, a part of the whole occlusion442

effects exists in W
⊥ experimentally and is rejected. In the443

second step, the remaining part exists in W and is attenuated444

by the LQG control. The control performance in the presence445

of occlusion depends not only on the controller transfer446

function in the second step but also on the relation between447

the occlusion and the basis in the first step. There is no basis448

whose occlusion effect rejection performance is always better449

than the others for every possible occlusion.450

Fig. 17. Images and outputs. (a) Images (without occlusion). (b) Images (with
occlusion). (c) Y (k) + Y0 (with occlusion). (d) Ŷ (k) + Y0 (with occlusion).

Fig. 18. Input component (with occlusion, N = 64).

Figs. 18 and 19 show the input component and the output 451

norm in the presence of occlusion for nonplanar sloshing 452

discussed in Fig. 17(a)–(c). These settling times are slightly 453

larger than those without occlusion. Especially in the transient 454

period 15 ≤ t ≤ 25 [s], the existence of the occlusion is 455

observed, but the input and output components tend to be 456

zero in the steady-state period again. The validity is confirmed 457

even in the presence of occlusion. As a demonstration, Fig. 20 458

shows the output norm ‖Y (k)‖ against the input disturbance 459

[the same chirplike input (3) for the system identification] 460

instead of the output disturbance (the occlusion effect). Again, 461

the proposed control is better than the no control. 462

Finally, let us discuss the robust stability analysis. This is 463

also a demonstration that our visual feedback guarantees the 464

closed-loop stability even in the presence of the (input mul- 465

tiplicative) uncertainty � and the occlusion effect W . Taking 466

the extended block structure set: � = {diag(�,� f ) | � ∈ 467

C,� f ∈ C
N×N }, it is known that the robust performance as 468
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Fig. 19. Output norm (with occlusion, N = 64).

Fig. 20. Output norm (with input disturbance, N = 64).

well as the robust stability is evaluated by structured singular469

value (SSV): μ�(G) = (min{σ̄ (�)
∣∣ � ∈ �, det(I −G�) =470

0})−1 with a standard setting [12]471 [
z1
z2

]
=

[ −K So P −K So

So P So

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

G

[
w1
w2

]
472

So = (I + Lo)
−1, Lo = P K473

where P is the nominal plant block from the input U to the474

output Y in the absence of W , K is the control block from475

the disturbed output Y to the input U of the perturbed plant476

block P(1 + �), z1 is the input U , z2 is the disturbed output477

Y , w1 = �z1, and w2 is the output disturbance W . By the478

standard μ-analysis (MATLAB version 9.0) in the worst case479

of N = 4 and 64, in the presence of the uncertainty �480

with the observed maximum gain 2.087, one of the upper481

bounds of SSV is lower than 0.3612, which guarantees both482

of the robust stability for |�| ≤ 2.087 < 1/0.3612 and the483

robust performance ‖Fu(G,�)‖∞ < 0.3612. The notation484

Fu(•, •) denotes the upper linear fractional transformation.485

Unlike in the LQG controller design procedure, the zero-mean486

assumption is not needed, and the output of the uncertainty is487

the input disturbance. The tools (N4SID, LQG, and μ) in this488

brief are examples, and various other tools on the coordinate489

space are applicable to other dynamical systems (e.g., other490

continuum systems) on the matrix space as long as the input–491

output linearity exists in the sense of the system (1).492

IV. CONCLUSION493

For a visual feedback without geometric features, this brief494

suggests to apply a new special basis made by the Walsh495

functions to reduce the off-line experimental cost. The validity496

is confirmed experimentally against occlusion in nonplanar497

sloshing whose dynamics is not negligible. The range of the498

basis design is increased. The next work is a systematic basis 499

generation to improve the input–output linearity as well as 500

the occlusion effect rejection performance assuming that some 501

a priori information about the occlusion is available. 502
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